Feature selection has become ever more important in data mining in recent years due to the rapid increase in the dimensionality of data. Filters are preferable in practical applications as they are much faster than wrapperbased approaches, but their reliability and consistency vary considerably on different data and yet no rule exists to indicate which one should be used for a particular given dataset. In this paper, we propose a heuristic ensemble approach that combines multiple filters with heuristic rules to improve the overall performance. It consists of two types of filters: subset filters and ranking filters, and a heuristic consensus algorithm. The experimental results demonstrate that our ensemble algorithm is more reliable and effective than individual filters as the features selected by the ensemble consistently achieve better accuracy for typical classifiers on various datasets.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid advance in computer and database technologies, datasets with hundreds or thousands of features are now ubiquitous. However, most of the features in enormous datasets may be irrelevant or redundant, which can cause poor efficiency and overfitting in the learning algorithms. Therefore, it is necessary to employ some feature selection methods to select the most relevant features from the dataset. This should lead to improve efficiency and generate more accurate models (Saeys et al., 2007) .
Methods for feature selection are roughly divided into two main categories: filters and wrappers. The core of wrapper approach is to employ a model trained from the given data to evaluate the discriminative power of features. It is generally more accurate but highly model-dependent and very time consuming (Kohavi and John, 1997) . On the other hand, the filter method is more efficient as it uses general characteristics, such as relevance or correlation, of the data to select certain features without involving any learning algorithm (Blum and Langley, 1997) .
There are, however, many different types of filters and their performance in terms of accuracy, consistency and reliability varies considerably from one dataset to another. It is not clear when a particular filter should be used for a given dataset. Hence, it is logical and often necessary to employ an ensemble approach in feature selection. As ensembles have demonstrated to be successful in classification problems. Certain concepts and methods for feature selection ensembles have been proposed (Yang et al., 2011; Saeys et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010b ), but they have only been investigated and tested with limited ranking filters and the bootstrap method or a simple arithmetic mean as consensus strategies. In this paper, we propose a heuristic ensemble method that combines the results of multiple filters through heuristic rules. The method is implemented and tested on various benchmark datasets and the results are promising.
RELATED WORK
Vast amount of literature exists in the feature selection research field, and as our study aims to develop a fast and reliable filter-based ensemble for feature selection, we focus our review only on filters.
Filter methods typically fall into two categories: rank and subset in terms of the format of output. Rank filters (RF) evaluate one feature at a time and the outputs are ranked by their individual discrimination power (Kira and Rendell, 1992; Kononenko, 1994) , whereas subset filters (SF) evaluate subsets of features and output the best subset (Yu and Liu, 2003; Hall, 1999; Sun et al., 2012; Zhang and Zhang, 2012) . Many researchers have pointed out the key drawback of feature ranking methods, that is, they assess features on an individual basis and thus do not consider possible relationships among features. Most RF tend to select those features that are identified as being individually relevant to the target class, even when they may be highly correlated to each other. Then it is possible that "the selected m best features are not the best m features" (Zhang et al., 2003) . With SF, the number of candidate features subsets increases exponentially with feature dimensionality and it is not feasible to carry out an exhaustive search even for a mediumsized dataset (Zhang and Zhang, 2012) . Thus, the use of subset filters entails a trade-off between computational cost and the quality of the selected feature subset, and this must be considered when developing an efficient and effective feature selection method (Yu and Liu, 2004) . (Saeys et al., 2008) proposed an ensemble built with four feature selection techniques: two filter methods (Symmetrical Uncertainty and ReliefF) and two embedded methods (Random Forests and linear SVM). For each of the four feature selection techniques, an ensemble version was created by using bootstrap aggregation. For each of the bags, a separate feature ranking was performed, and the ensemble was formed by aggregating the single ranking by weighted voting, using linear aggregation. (Olsson and Oard, 2006 ) studied ensembles of multiple feature ranking techniques in order to resolve text classification problems. They used three filter-based feature ranking techniques: document frequency thresholding, information gain, and the chi-square method (χ 2 max and χ 2 avg). (Wang et al., 2010a ) also studied the ensembles of commonly used filter-based rankers but they used six filters and increased to 18 later (Wang et al., 2012) . The combining methods used in that study included arithmetic mean, where each features score is determined by the average of the ranking scores of the features in each ranking list. The highest ranked attributes are then selected from the original data to form the training dataset. They examined the performance of models with selected features using 17 different ensembles of rankers. The results show that an ensemble of very few rankers usually performs similarly or even better than ensembles of many or all rankers (Wang et al., 2012) .
Recently, (Yang et al., 2011) used ReliefF (Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko, 2003) and tuned ReliefF (TuRF) (Moore and White, 2007) for identifying SNP-SNP interactions. However, they observed that the 'unstable' results from the multiple runs of these algorithms can provide valuable information about the dataset. They therefore hypothesized that aggregating the results derived from the multiple runs of a single algorithm may improve filtering performance.
In summary, the review found that these studies were predominantly limited to using one type of filters, i.e. rank filters, as the member components of ensemble, which produces a ranking of features. Then some additional work needs to be performed to decide a cutting off point to produce a subset of selected features. In this study, we propose an ensemble framework that combines two types of filters -SF and RF by means of heuristic rules to utilise their advantages. The detail is explained in the following section. The proposed heuristic ensemble of filters (HEF), as shown in Fig.1 , is composed of two types of filters: SF and RF as its members, and a heuristic algorithm as its consensus function. The idea of combining subset filters and rankers is to exploit the advantages of each. Firstly, rank filters usually assess individual features and assign their weights according to their degree of relevance. But this does not ensure conditional independence among the features, and may lead to selecting features that are redundant or have less discriminative ability. Subset filters take into account the existence and effect of redundant features, which to some extent approximate the optimal subset. However, this method entails high computational cost in terms of the subset searches, making subset filters inefficient for high dimensional data. As a result, to obtain the benefits of subset filtering without suffering the high computational cost, we choose fast subset filters, as described in section 3.2.
The process of the proposed heuristic ensemble of filters starts by running SF and RF. After that, a consensus number of features selected by the subset filters (SF) is taken as a cut-off point for the rankings generated by the ranking filters (RF). By running this heuristic step, we can obtain quick answers for cutting off the number of features in the ranker, which will accelerate the ensemble algorithm. Therefore, we will not need to select various feature numbers to test the performance or to use a wrapper to choose the appropriate number of features. The next step aggregates the results from the above sets. A heuristic consensus rule is applied to produce the final output of the ensemble.
The proposed ensemble framework is implemented in Java, primarily based on the modules provided in Weka and other standalone filter software.
Choice of Individual Filters
In principle, any filters of each type can be used as the member filters of our HEF. However, some factors should be considered when choosing the filters, which include speed, reliability and scalability. In terms of determining the number of member filters, we followed the guideline given in (Wang et al., 2010b) , that is, an ensemble of very few carefully selected filters is similar to or better than ensembles of many filters. So, in this concept demonstration study, we choose four filters which are briefly described as follows to give an idea why they are selected in this study.
CSF: Correlation-based Feature Selection (Hall, 1999 ) is a simple filtering algorithm that ranks feature subsets according to a correlation-based heuristic evaluation function. The key idea of this algorithm is that it employs a heuristic evaluation that assesses the efficacy of individual features in terms of predicting the class. It also assesses how far the features are intercorrelated. In order to avoid high computational cost, we use liner forward selection (LSF) as a search method together with CSF instead of using Best First search. LSF is a simple complexity optimization of sequential forword selection(SFS). It entails firstly creating a filter ranking and selection of the K first features; then, the SFS algorithm is run over the selected features (Gutlein et al., 2009) .
FCBF: Fast Correlation Based Filter (Yu and Liu, 2004) starts by sorting features through correlation with a response using symmetric uncertainty, optionally removing the bottom of the list according to some user-specified threshold. Then, the feature that is most correlated with the response is selected. After that, all features that have correlation with the selected feature higher than its correlation with the response are considered redundant and removed. Then, the feature is added to the minimal subset and the search starts again with the next feature.
Relief: This was first proposed by Kira and Rendell (Kira and Rendell, 1992) and then improved by Kononenko (Kononenko, 1994) to handle noise and multi-class datasets. The key idea of Relief is that it searches for the nearest neighbours of a sample of each class label, and then weights the features in terms of how well they differentiate samples for different class labels. This process is repeated for a prespecified number of instances.
Gain Ratio: this is one of the simplest and fastest feature ranking methods. It incorporates split information of features into an Information Gain statistic. The split information of a feature is obtained by measuring how broadly and uniformly the data are split. Generally, Gain Ratio evaluates the value of a feature by measuring the gain ratio with respect to the class (Quinlan, 1993) .
The Heuristic Consensus Rules
The outputs of the different filters need to be aggregated through a consensus function to generate the final feature selection output of the ensemble. A consensus function can be defined from different perspective, e.g. as simple as counting the frequency of selected features (Saeys et al., 2008) to some sophisticated weighting algorithms. In this work, we focus on ensemble features selection techniques that work by aggregating the feature subsets provided by the different filters into a final consensus subset. The most frequently selected features are placed at the top, while the least frequently selected features are placed at the bottom. However, aggregating the outputs by counting the most frequently selected features may produce a high number of selected features. In order to address this issue and also to get more important features, a heuristic consensus rule is applied to produce the final output of the HEF.
Various heuristic rules can be derived based on the purpose of the analysis. Some example are described bellow:
R0 −→ remove nothing from the HEF. R1 −→ remove features selected by only one filter. R2 −→ remove features selected by only two filters. . . RQ −→ remove features selected by Q filters.
Where Q is the heuristic consensus rule, n the number of subset filters and m the number of ranking filters. The heuristic rule, R0, uses all the features selected by any of the four filters while rule R1 removes any features selected by only one filter. Other heuristic rules can be defined but in this paper, R0 and R1 are implemented in two ensembles named HEF-R0 and HEF-R1 respectively. A good feature set requires some diversity, but having more agreement among the filters may decrease diversity. 
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Data

Experiment Design and Procedure
As it is generally accepted that the effectiveness of feature selection can be indirectly evaluated through measuring classification performance of classifiers that are trained with the selected features, we thus conducted several series of experiments with a variety of datasets to empirically evaluate the performances of the HEFs and compare them with each individual filter used in this study, and also the full feature set without any feature selection performed. The classification performance may be dependent on types of classifiers used even under the exactly same conditions, same subset of features and samples, and training procedure. To verify the consistency of the feature selection methods, in our experiments, we used three types of classifiers: NBC (Naive Bayesian Classifier) (John and Langley, 1995) , KNN (k-Nearest Neighbor) (Aha et al., 1991) and SVM (Support Vector Machine) (Platt, 1999) . These three algorithms were chosen because they represent three quite different approaches in machine learning and they are state-of-the-art algorithms that are commonly used in data mining practice. The parameters of classifiers and filters for each experiments are set to the default value of weka. For each dataset, the experiments are carried out in two phases: feature selection phase and evaluation phase. The first phase to run HEF to produce a subset of ranked features, as well as the subsets selected by each individual filters. The second phase is to evaluate the effectiveness of the selected features with three kinds of models: NBC, KNN and SVM. Specifically, it firstly trains the model of each type with the full set of features and the subsets produced by FCBF, CFS, ReliefF, Gain Ratio, HEF and HEF-R1, using the 10-fold cross validation strategy for each classifier. Each experiment is then repeated ten times with different shuffling random seeds in order to assess the consistency and reliability of the results. The statistical significance of the results of multiple runs for each experiment is calculated and the comparison between accuracies is done with Students paired two-tailed t-test with a significance level of 0.05. In total, 23,100 models were built for the experiments(7(FS + ensemble) × 11(datasets) × 3(classi f iers) × 10(run) × 10( f olds)). Table 2 lists the number of features selected by each filter in addition to two heuristic ensembles: HEF(HEF-R0) and HEF-R1. We observe from the table that the average number of selected features dramatically reduced the dimensionality of the data by selecting only a small proportion of the original features in those datasets. Although HEF represents the 10/1/0 10/1/0 9/1/1 7/2/2 10/1/0 10/1/0 total number of features selected from all the four filters, it is still less than the average full set by up to 71 times for genetic datasets.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Results of Feature Selections
Feature Selection Evaluation with Different Classifiers
For comparison, all the original features for each dataset are also used in testing. For each dataset, with each selection, and for each type of 3 models (NBC, KNN and SVM), 100 models (ten runs of tenfold cross validations) are generated and their average testing accuracies are calculated. Table 3 shows the results on the eleven datasets with the Naive Bayesian Classifier. The notations + or -denote that the result of the classification of the models trained with the features selected with the current selector is significantly better or worse than that of models trained with all the original features in the statistical test mentioned earlier. The bold value in each row shows the best classification result. The last three rows in each table show the average accuracies, the standard deviations for the accuracies and W/T/L (which summarizes the wins/ties/losses in accuracy by comparing the models trained with all the features and the features selected by other).
As expected, each single filter performed well in some datasets (in bold) but poorly in others. That confirms the perception that the performance of individual filters is inconsistent and unreliable and there is no meaningful pattern can be extracted to indicate when they do better and when they do not. Nevertheless, The NB classifiers trained with the features selected by HEF-R1 have a higher average accuracy for all the datasets and a lower standard deviation, which indicates that HEF-R1 are not only more reliable and consistent but also more accurate than the individual filters in feature selection. In addition, HEF-R1 achieves the highest accuracy on four datasets. Comparing the results for this classifier using the full feature set with others, it can be observed that in most cases, the accuracy is increased in HEF-R1, HEF, CSF and FCBC, while in the rank filters, the performance is poorer than in the others but still better than full feature set.
The results from the KNN (k = 1) classifiers in table 4, show similar patterns to those in Table 3 with lower accuracy in general than NBC, but again the individual filters demonstrate to be less reliable compared with HEF-R1.
The results from SVM classifiers in table 5, show that ensembles performed consistently, This time HEF is the overall winner as it has a marginally higher average accuracy and a lower standard deviation than all the others, although two subset filters produced similar performance under this experimental conditions. A different phenomenon is the SVM models trained with the full feature set, as they performed not as bad as the other two types (NB and KNN) of models and even gave the highest accuracy on three datasets (Zoo, Multi-Feature Factor and Arrhythmia). The average accuracy of SVM models trained with all the features is the same as that trained with features selected by Gain Ratio filter, not much worse than the rest in terms of accuracy, but SVMs using the full features are less efficient than the SVMs using fewer features. So, feature selection is still beneficial with SVM as a classifier.
In general, the most important benefit of using all ensemble is to achieve high consistency and reliability as well as a relatively high accuracy. So, we wish for an ensemble to be comparable to the "best" member in an ensemble in accuracy but more reliable than the "best" members. In our experimental results CFS indeed is comparable to HEF in some cases but it did not do well in others. Therefore, in general HEF is better than CSF.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a framework of heuristic ensemble of filters (HEF) has been proposed to overcome the weaknesses of single filters. It combines the outputs from two types of filters, SF and RF, with heuristic rules as consensus functions to improve the consistency and effectiveness in feature selection. The proposed HEF and HEF-R1 have been tested on 11 benchmark datasets with the number of features varied from 17 to as many as 15,154. The statistical analysis on the experimental results show that the ensemble technique performed more consistently and in some cases even more accurate than individual filters. Specifically, 1. HEF-R1 performed best for NBC and KNN, while HEF performed best when using the SVM classifier, which demonstrates that our proposed ensemble is more reliable and consistent than using single filters.
2. There is no single best approach for all the situations. In other words, the performance of the single filters varies from dataset to dataset and also was influenced by the type of models chosen as classifier. Thus, one filter may perform well in a given dataset for a particular classifier but perform poorly when used on a different dataset or with a different type of classifier.
3. Among the four filters we used in our heuristic ensemble of filters, the subset filters (FCBF and CSF) were more frequently better and less frequently worse on average than the rank filters.
4. The experimental results show that the ensemble technique performed better overall than any individual filter in terms of reliability, consistency and accuracy.
Future work may include additional experiments measuring the stability of our approach, which would represent an additional way to evaluate our results. In addition, investigations could be conducted on different numbers and types of filters. Finally, we plan to use ensemble classification to overcome the differentials between the individual classifiers.
